
1. BREATHING RELAXATION  

(CALMING BREATHS WITH EXHALATION)  

We are often told when anxious, tense or emotional, to take deep breaths but this can 

often make things worse as carbon dioxide is not being expelled. The calming, letting go 

part of the breath is the exhalation.  

This exercise uses the out breath, in a gentle, controlled way, to relax, free and encourage 

rhythmic breathing. Also it permits the airways to remain open longer and rid yourself of 

more stale air than usual.  
 

Preparation: Sit on a straight backed chair with both feet in contact with the floor - use 

a cushion or books if necessary - feet hip width apart. You may also practise this exercise 

lying or standing.  

Drop your shoulders, have arms relaxed, hands soft, release your abdomen, soften muscles 

in your face.  

If at any time you feel discomfort or any breathlessness — STOP immediately and resume 

your normal breathing.  
 

Begin with a few abdominal breaths alone.  
 

 

SIGHING BREATH  

Inhale slowly, smoothly, as fully as is comfortable through your nose, using abdominal 

breathing. Allow the breath to flow in easily — no strain  

Begin to sigh the breath out gently, slowly and completely through your mouth. 

Consciously letting go of tension with each soft sigh - feel your shoulders dropping and 

your body beginning to release tension.  
 

Sit for a short time and breathe normally before continuing.  
 

 

PURSED LIPS Inhale slowly and smoothly, as fully as comfortable through your nose. 

Purse your lips as if whistling.  

Blow the breath out gently through your mouth as if to just flicker a candle flame.  

Exhaling against a slight restriction you'll find the out breath is quite a bit longer than 

before.  

Don't anticipate the end of it, don't cut it short. Just keep blowing gently until you feel you 

can't expel any more air.  

Sit quietly for a few minutes with your regular breathing. Observe your breath, the 

movement of the breath in your body and how you feel.  

Practise this exercise regularly, building up how many you do gradually.  


